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The Stanley approach is an established transverse con-
troller for autonomous vehicle’s to follow a desired reference
path accordingly. In this publication, functional extensions of
the Stanley algorithm are demonstrated. The resulting overall
lateral controller can be used for autonomous model cars
especially.

I. MOTIVATION

The technology in the automotive industry is successively
evolving. Autonomous driving plays an important role here.
Along with the mechanical development of the vehicle, there
is also a technical development - with the latest sensor
technologies and software algorithms. In the future, the
vehicle itself could take over the control. The lateral control
is one of the core disciplines for an autonomous vehicle.
In more detail, the self-driving vehicle should be able to
follow a predetermined reference path robustly and with as
smallest lateral deviation as possible. In practice, a large
number of different lateral controller have already been
established. The Stanley approach belongs to the category of
these logics. In general, the typical Stanley approach cannot
be used for an autonomous model car without modification.
As a consequence, regarding functional extensions of the
Stanley algorithm are described. Furthermore, the validation
of the resulting lateral controller is showed and explained by
considering of real measurements.

II. STANLEY APPROACH

The name “Stanley” has its origins in 2005, when the
Stanley vehicle of the same name won the DARPA Grand
Challenge. Several autonomous vehicles competed there with
the aim of following a given reference path as fast as
possible. The Stanley vehicle was developed by the Stan-
ford University on the basis of a VW Touareg. There are
different forms of the Stanley approach. The mathematical
description relating to the variant of the MathWorks company
is discussed below. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

For illustration purposes, the Stanley approach for forward
and reverse driving are visualized (see Figures 1 and 2). The
global coordinate system refers to world coordinates (XW ,
YW ). The vehicle itself can be viewed in a vehicle-related
coordinate system. The pose is used to localize the actual
vehicle position. It includes the position coordinates xa,W
and ya,W as well as the associated yaw angle ψa,W . For the
Stanley approach, the pose is related to the rear axle. The
reference world coordinates are given with xr,W and yr,W
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Fig. 1. Stanley approach: Forward driving

and define the closest point on the reference path with respect
to the center of the front axle. This applies to a forward
drive. The orientation error ψe,W is the difference between
the yaw angle of the pose ψa,W and the desired yaw angle at
the point (xr,W | yr,W ). The lateral deviation e is the distance
from the point (xr,W | yr,W ) and the center of the front axle.
In contrast, during reverse driving, the lateral deviation e is

Fig. 2. Stanley approach: Reverse driving

the distance from the point (xr,W | yr,W ) to the center of the
rear axle.

The desired yaw angle ψr,W can be calculated depending
on the speed components of the reference path coordinates
(xr,W | yr,W ). An alternative is given by the product of the



vehicle speed v and the reference curvature κr,W .

ψr,W = arctan

(
ẏr,W
ẋr,W

)
= v κr,W (1)

The yaw angles - with respect to the pose and the reference
path - are mapped to the interval [0 ; 2π].

ψr,W,w = mod (ψr,W , 2π)

+2π (mod (ψr,W , 2π) == 0 ∧ ψr,W > 0) (2)

ψa,W,w = mod (ψa,W , 2π)

+2π (mod (ψa,W , 2π) == 0 ∧ ψa,W > 0) (3)

The so-called Tracking Error Vector d depends on the
current pose, the reference path coordinates, the vehicle
speed and the wheelbase l.

d :=


(
xa,W + l cos (ψa,W,w)
ya,W + l sin (ψa,W,w)

)
−
(
xr,W
yr,W

)
v ≥ 0(

xa,W
ya,W

)
−
(
xr,W
yr,W

)
else.

(4)

The lateral deviation e is determined depending on d and
the desired yaw angle ψr,W,w.

e = − [dx sin (ψr,W,w)− dy cos (ψr,W,w)] (5)

The orientation error ψe,W is the difference between the
yaw angle of the pose ψa,W,w and the desired yaw angle
ψr,W,w. This is in turn mapped to the interval [0 ; 2π].

ψe,W = mod (∗, 2π) + 2π (mod (∗, 2π) == 0 ∧ ∗ > 0)− π,
∗ := ψa,W,w − ψr,W,w + π

(6)

The output of the Stanley approach is the required steering
angle (the so-called desired steering angle). It depends on the
orientation error ψe,W , the lateral deviation e, the vehicle
speed v, the Stanley gain K and the gain Ksoft.

δStan :=


−
[
ψe,W + arctan

(
K

e

Ksoft + v

)]
v ≥ 0

ψe,W + arctan

(
K

e

−Ksoft + v

)
else.

(7)

The Stanley gain K essentially determines the path following
behavior of the Stanley approach. The greater the Stanley
gain, the more aggressively the algorithm tries to minimize
the lateral deviation. Accordingly, a too large K leads to an
unstable behavior. On the other hand, a too small Stanley
gain leads to a sluggish control behavior. For example, this
becomes obviously during cornering. Typically, the Stanley
gain is in between the interval [1 ; 5] 1

s . The parameter Ksoft

is used to avoid a relatively strong sensitivity at low speeds.
This value should be small but greater than zero (e. g. 1m

s ).

III. TRANSVERSE CONTROL FOR REAL OPERATION

At first, the general suitability of the lateral control based
on the Stanley approach was validated on a simulative basis
with the use of a realistically reference path and vehicle
velocity. This also includes a robustness check in form of
a modeled lane change on the desired path (build-up of
a step response). The Linear Dynamic Single-Track Model
(DESM) was used to model the vehicle movement of the car
accordingly [7]. For the real operation, the explained mathe-
matical description of the Stanley approach was extended by
further elements. In particular, these extensions are required
because of typically available interfaces for such autonomous
model cars. In this context, the functional enhancements are
described in more detail below.

A. Simplification of the yaw angle dependency

Theoretically, the Stanley approach includes a dependency
on the orientation error respectively on the difference be-
tween the yaw angle of the pose and the desired yaw angle
of the reference path. Sometimes, there are no measurement
sizes with the needed quality available to determine a valid
desired yaw angle. Alternatively, the desired yaw angle can
be set to the yaw angle of the pose. This simplification is
well tolerated for relatively small distances from the center
of gravity S to the rear axle R.

ψr,W ≈ ψa,W → ψr,W := ψa,W , | #   »

SR| ≤ ε (8)

B. Gain Scheduling

It is recommended to determine the Stanley gain K and
Ksoft dependent on the operating point (Gain Scheduling).
For example, the gain K can be dynamically determined
depending on the current lateral deviation e and a corre-
sponding threshold eT .

K :=

{
KH e >= eT
KL else. (9)

Alternatively, the value of K could be defined in the form
of a map depending on the current lateral deviation e and
the vehicle speed v respectively K := f(e, v). For example,
by a large number of measurements with the corresponding
values or by means of a parameter optimization. Although
these procedures require more effort, they generally lead to
a higher quality of the control.

In turn, the parameter Ksoft can be set dynamically de-
pending on the current speed v and a corresponding threshold
vsoft,T .

Ksoft :=

{
Ksoft,H v < vsoft,T
Ksoft,L else. (10)

C. Reference path in world coordinates

The Stanley approach needs the reference path in world
coordinates. These values can be calculated dependent on
the current pose in world coordinates with respect to the
vehicle’s center of gravity and the vehicle-related reference
point (xr,F | yr,F ). The reference point can be determined by



an image processing method of the model car (e. g. camera-
based lane detection). Normally, this point is located in front
of the vehicle, starting from the vehicle’s center of gravity.(
xr,W
yr,W

)
=

(
cos(ψa,W,S) − sin(ψa,W,S)
sin(ψa,W,S) cos(ψa,W,S)

)(
xr,F
yr,F

)
+

(
xa,W,S

ya,W,S

)
(11)

D. Transformation of the pose to the real axle
With respect to the Stanley approach, the current pose

refers to the rear axle. Normally, the model car’s pose
corresponds to the center of gravity. Therefore, a regarding
transformation is necessary. A further tolerable simplification
can be used by equating the two yaw angles. xa,W,h

ya,W,h

ψa,W,h

 =

 xa,W
ya,W
ψa,W

−
 cos(ψa,W )

sin(ψa,W )
0

 lh (12)

IV. VALIDATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS

In this chapter, the validation of the resulting transverse
control is described with respect to real measurements ac-
cordingly. The vehicle speed v was approximately 1.4 m

s
during the drive. The actual path corresponds to the reference
path in a high manner (see Figure 3). For this application, the
maximum lateral deviation is approx. 1.4 cm on the sharpest
curve.

Fig. 3. Validation of the measurements: Actual and desired path

Figure 4 shows the desired steering angle. During the
initialization phase of the SW, the car is very close on
the reference path. Accordingly, the desired steering angle
is almost zero. Afterwards, the values are plausible during
driving. The steering angle is greater than zero for a left-hand
drive and less than zero for a right-hand drive (mathematical
sense). Furthermore, the values does not reach their physical
limits in both directions. So in this case, there are no
critical driving maneuvers which could not be realized by
an appropriate steering angle.

Fig. 4. Validation of the measurements: Desired steering angle

V. CONCLUSION

Autonomous driving is already an essential technology
in the automotive sector. This includes a robust and pre-
cise control of the vehicle’s lateral deviation. The Stanley
approach already belongs to this category. Here, functional
extensions of the Stanley approach are described to provide
a lateral controller for an autonomous model car accordingly.
The investigation is finalized through validations of real
measurements on a high manner.
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